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*American Textures*, a 48 minute documentary by *Crossing Borders Films*, follows six young Americans of Black, White and Latino origin on a road trip through the southern United States to confront race through dialogue. Their journey moves them to push through the wall of silence/fear/discomfort that surrounds race in Today’s America and face the presence of segregation, bias, and blindness, not only in US society, but also inside themselves. Their courage, vulnerability and honest interactions become emotional examples of ways to follow in their footsteps.

American Textures is a powerful and compelling film that reveals the importance of more honest discourse about race in America. The lives and stories of the young people masterfully presented in this film offer both hope and impetus for more of us to join the conversation.

*Bryan Stevenson, Founder, Equal Justice Institute*

*Anyone requiring accommodations for this event or for additional information, please contact Selina Boria at 508-854-4368 or sboria@qcc.mass.edu*